ONCE TACKLED TO THE GROUND, THE SLED REBONDS TO THE HITTING POSITION, READY FOR THE NEXT PLAYER.

Get more reps for each player in a shorter period of time when practicing tackling on the Rogers Pop-up Tackle Sled. Practice engaging the Sled at full speed, wrapping up, driving back and tackling it to the ground.

THE MECHANICS

RECOIL MECHANISM
Rogers’ exclusive automotive-type shock absorber responds more realistically and gives a better workout than the typical leaf spring.

FOAM RUBBER HOUSING
Foam rubber-wrapped housing protects players’ legs from moving metal parts.

POP-UP SLED FACTS

> Once tackled to the ground, the sled rebounds to the hitting position, making it ready for the next player.
> Automotive-type shock absorber within a coil spring retains the player’s impact with the pad in a more realistic way than with a leaf spring.
> The Sled’s on-field weight is 240 pounds, so extra weights or sandbags are not needed.